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unstable flows mix down winds from
higher levels which are usually much
stronger and have a different direction
than the surface winds.

I

)(

phical shifts are the increase of wind
as it channels through a cut between
two islands, or the bending of the wind
around a point.

ln any kind of wind shift not onlY
does the wind direction shift, but the

ln stable
flows the gusts and lulls are only 20 to
30 percent higher or lower than the
average speed. ln unstable flows we

speed can also change.

can expect to see gusts that can be
as much as 100 Percent higher than
the average wind. This is because

Fiqure
)

Most dinghy and ocean racers
have the convenience of a compass to tell then when the wind
shifts. ComPasses are not Practical on a board and besides they
cost too much! How then, can
sailboard racers tell wind shifts? ln

order

to f ind shifts f rom Your

board, you have to imProvise bY
using nowcasting and Your own
sensors (your eyes). When sailing
upwind or closehauled towards a
windward mark, for examPle, the
wind can shift one waY or the
other, either to the left or the right.
Any shift that causes You to be

t. \er, "{ :hi{te

)l
\AIINDWARP

Os"illatinS

.. i

able to point closer to the mark is
called a "lift." AnY shift that
causes you to have to head down
away f rom the mark is a "header."

You can hear these terms at any
sailing race anywhere in the world.
Some of the world's top racers can
tellwhether an approaching shift is
a lift or a header just by looking at
the pattern of the wind on the
water surface. For the rest of us
however, and with no comPass to
tell us whether we've been lifted or
headed, we have to relY on landmark bearings and the Position
changes of our boards with respect to the boards around us.
BEFOBE RACING
When f irst getting out to the race
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much your landmarks change.
Return to the mark and then go off

I

\.
tt

ilt'-
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on the other tack and repeat it for
landmarks on the other side of the

course.

lf you have time, repeat

this again on both tacks. This exer-

cise will let you know the size of
course before the start it is a good

idea to get out early to warm up
and get an idea for how the wind is
behaving. Stop at the leeward
mark and/or the starting line mark
and act as if you are rounding it to
go upwind or start. Make a mental
note of any landmarks that you are

headlng for while pointing as high
as you can, as if you were racing
(see figure 2). Sail for a couple of
minutes and note how much the

wind is shifting by noting

Ttgurz

2

.

how

the shifts and how often the wind is

oscillating. lt will also give you an
idea as to whether one side of the
course might be influenced by a
persistent or geogtaphlcal shift.
Unfortunately, some race courses
will not have handy landmarks to
observe on the shore while sailing
upwind. lf this is the case then it is
helpful to have your training partner, or someone that you'd really
like to know better, go out early
with you to check out the wind.

ldeally this person should be about
the same speed as you or slightly

faster, rich. and good looking.
(Well. one out of three ain't bad.)
As soon as you get to the race
area. stari upwind on opposite
tacks for two minutes and then
tack. Afte.:wo minutes on the new
tack lvhoever crosses ahead most

likelY rece ved a favorable wind
shifi o' ': :"ai enabled them to sail

farthe' -c,,,,rd than you in the
same a-o-n: of time. This process
is ind ca:ec - 'igure 2. Now switch
sides a^: 'egeat the process a
couo e

-:'e

: mes, if time allows.
crosses several

l, !o-' 3-icy

IeiE:rs a-eac of you each time
se,:': o; these exercises,
the- ^e :' s^s rs just faster than
ar'!e'
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first made more ground. lf that is
the case then that side of the

1#1"

course is favored due to a geogra_

phical or persistent shltt, - or

perhaps due to different current. lf
you and your buddy keep switching

the lead when you cross, then no
particular side of the course may

you and you may have to adjust

your sail or try someone more your
speed. lf the two of you are fairly

be favored' and the wind i;

oscillating. Whatever the cause,
the important thing is that you go

equal, you may notice that whoever went to one side of the course
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counts in the race. The key to sail_

ing well upwind in an oscillating
breeze is to keep an eye on the
windward mark and stay on
whatever tack has you pointing
closest to it. This means you have
to tack whenever you are being
headed. Remember a heade-r
causes you to point further away

rom the windward mark. Once you
tack, you will be on a lift and point_
ing closer to the mark
f

()N THE C()URSE
ln a race, it is easier to tell if you
are being headed or lifted by look_
ing at the boards around you and
how your positions change with
respect to each other. For instance. let's say you just got a
good start at the pin end of tne
starting line and there are several
boards on your weather quarter
(that s nautical talk for being slight,
lY behrno and to windward). Suddenty ylor, ,ook over your shoulder
310 it co<s tike you are pointing
highe. :^an ihe other boards (see
figure 3, i^ 'eality you are all sailrng -:o a -eader and the relative
pos :.o.s a-e changing such that it
loo<s (3 _,ci are pointing higher.
Tne:^ -g :3 Jo, if it is an oiciltating
vri^g s :: :ack as soon as you can
:c ce 3^ :^e {1. lf it is a geographi_
ca s-': :- a slow persislenf shift
vc- -:_, ,',a-: to sail into it further
-^: .:- -:ac^ the layline
'.: '.2,. '_ acvantage of itintoorder
sail
:-3 s-:-:es: 3 stance to the mark.
--. :,. ^e s an imaginary line
^l ::: -l :-e cosition where you
.:-: -.==/ a^c be pointed toward
:-: -:', :- :^e new tack. Sailing
:: :-3 :_. -: s l(nown as ,,banging
-.^. :=".- c. 'going for
the big
:-:
: :ar either pay off
:'2*=-. := _, c.. if you misread the
:- ': =-: :-e ,.rind oscillates back
:.a':: .-s ::.er side, you can get
:3r.. :---ec. Therefore, in an
:s: :: -: ,.. "d. you do not want to
:=-: -a ::--er
or go toofarto one
s :: :':-e :3-rse. lt is much better
:: .,.:::- :-: rark, watch the other
:,:a':. :a:< on the headers, and
:. -: :-s ^liddle of the course.
3-z-z- -a a former top col*l::: :i -g cOaCh, called this
-I - :ne Cone." ln other
=-="

&:-:: ::- : sail direcily to the
:. -: : _: s:ay in the cone shaped
:-;: :.:*,.eea the laylines for the
,:'= l: ,., ^C. The larger the
=
r's: a: :-s r wind direction, the

